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Background: Posterior cruciate ligament bony avulsion is one of the well-known knee injuries, which includes about 3–20% of knee
ligament injuries. Failure to properly treat this injury causes instability in the knee. Although various surgical approaches have been
introduced for this injury, there is controversy regarding selecting the suitable method under certain conditions.
Method: In this study, as well as introducing our new surgical technique, we reported the treatment results of our patients who
underwent surgery between April 2021 and June 2022. In this approach, in a short time with about 5 cm incisions, we can directly
access the fracture site and directly fix the fracture with minimal tissue damage.
Result: Results of this study showed that the operating timewas about 24.2min on average. And in the 6-month follow-up results of
our patients, no complications were reported, while the results stipulate a complete recovery of knee pain, range of motion, and
stability in examinations.
Conclusion: Apparently, the direct posterior approach to posterior cruciate ligament bony avulsion fractures is a safe method with
minimal complications and suitable treatment results for patients.
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Introduction

The posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) is one of the ligamentous
structures of the knee that plays a prominent role in knee stability.
This structure, which is anatomically connected to the medial
condyle of the femur to the posterior intercondylar area of the
tibia, prevents the tibia from excessive posterior translation and
rotation in the flexion of 90–120°[1,2].

The true incidence of PCL injuries has been estimated to be
3–20% of all knee ligament injuries[3].

One of the specific injuries to PCL is avulsion fractures.
Treatment of these fractures is important because failure to treat
them properly can lead to knee instability and osteoarthritis[4].

Although various methods such as open reduction and
internal fixation (ORIF) and arthroscopic fixations with the

use of sutures, wires, and screws have been introduced to treat
this problem so far[4–6], with the preface of arthroscopic
techniques, the trend has moved toward this type of treat-
ments, which is less invasive, but since imperative implements
for performing arthroscopic procedures are not available in all
medical centers, and also using this technique needs special
expertise of the surgeon, focusing on open surgery techniques
is also particularly important. Until now, various open surgical
approaches have been introduced to treat PCL bony avulsions,
each of which has advantages and disadvantages. So far, no
gold standard approach has been introduced for this
surgery[7], but various methods, such as the posteromedial
approach[8], limited posterior approach[9], and modified open
posterior approach[10], have been introduced. In this study,
our goal is to introduce a new surgical approach for ORIF of
PCL avulsions in the shortest time and with the least tissue
damage.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Using a comfortable and safe approach to perform poster-
ior cruciate ligament bony avulsion surgery is one of the
challenges of an orthopedic surgeon.

• Although various methods have been proposed for poster-
ior cruciate ligament bony avulsion surgery, none of them
have been recognized as the gold standard of this surgery.

• The proposed direct posterior approach has many advan-
tages for the surgeon and the patient, which can be
mentioned as short surgery time, small incision, and quick
and good access to the fracture site. Also, after surgery,
good treatment results have also been seen.
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Patients and methods

In this study was conducted as a case series, the result of the
treatment of 12 patients who underwent surgery with a new
surgical approach was investigated. Included patients were the
people who were admitted to the emergency ward of Sina
University Hospital, Tehran, Iran, with a diagnosis of PCL bony
avulsion. These 12 patients were male, and all of them were
transferred to the hospital after a motor vehicle accident with a
complaint of knee pain.

The age range of these patients was 31 years; the oldest of them
was 48 years old, and the youngest was 22 years old. X-rays and
computed tomography (CT) scans were performed on these
patients, and after the diagnosis was registered and the need for
surgery was decided, they were candidates for screw fixation of
PCL avulsion.

All patients were transferred to the operating room the next
day or up to 2 days after admission.

This study has been reported in line with the PROCESS
(Preferred Reporting Of CasE Series in Surgery) criteria[11].

Technique

The cases that were included were patients with acute PCL inju-
ries with large fragment PCL bony avulsions whose treatment
plan was ORIF, which was based on the proposed treatment
algorithm’s study by Veltri and Warren[12].

Before surgery, the diagnosis was confirmed by X-ray and CT
scan, and informed consent was obtained from all patients by
explaining the surgery.

The patient was anesthetized at the discretion of the anesthesia
service as general or spinal. We used the tourniquet for the
patients. Patient position was placed in the prone with the knee
flexed 15–20°.

First, we draw a horizontal line in the middle of the popliteal
fossa (which is the middle crease behind the knee) (Fig. 1A). A
parallel line is drawn 2 cm below the first line (Fig. 1B). The
medial head of the gastrocnemius was determined, and the
intersection of these two lines was defined as the beginning of
the incision line (Fig. 1C). A 5 cm vertical incision was made
below the mentioned point, which can be more or less based on
the surgeon’s skill and the amount of need for exposure (Fig. 1D).
After opening the skin, subcutaneus tissue and fascia when the
medial head of gastrocnemius was observed under it the lateral
head of gastrocnemius and neurovascular retracted to lateral. A
longitudinal incision is made through the medial head of the
gastrocnemius muscle, and by opening it and finally shaving the
posterior part of the tibia, the fracture site becomes obvious
(Fig. 1E).

At this time, the action is done under the direct view to get the
separated part reduced and got fixation by 3.5 or 4.5 screws
along with a washer.

After ensuring reliable reduction by C-arm, a drain is inserted,
the medial head of the gastrocnemius muscle is repaired with
absorbable sutures (Fig. 1F), then the fascia and subcutaneous
tissue are sutured with absorbable sutures, and finally the skin is
sutured with a nonabsorbable suture (Fig. 1G).

At the end of the surgery and after dressing, the cylindric splint
is applied at 5–10° of flexion for the patient.

Postoperative care

On the first day after surgery, the drain was removed, and the
patient was advised to start nonweight bearing with a cane or a
walker. After training the quadriceps strengthening movements,
the patient is discharged and recommended to visit 2 weeks later.
The only medicine prescribed for them is analgesics.

Two weeks later, the stitches are removed at the next visit, but
the patient is still not allowed to weigh.

At the 6-week postoperative visit, after taking an ante-
roposterior view and lateral knee X-ray and ensuring no problem
in the union process, the patient recommended leaving the splint
or brace aside and starting partial weight bearing and knee range
of motion (ROM)with physical therapy. The patient was allowed
to start ROM in a passive and limited way but was advised to
reach full ROM and full weight bearing in physical therapy
exercises until the next visit, which was in 12 weeks’ time.

After the next visit in the 12 weeks and radiographic assess-
ment for union approval, the patient was permitted to perform
everyday activities without restriction.

The patient’s last visit is at 6 months, after which the treatment
is completed.

Results

The operating time was 24.2 min on average (range 16–40 min).
The PCL avulsed fragment was fixed by one screw (4.5 mm
screw) and a washer. There were no neurovascular
complications.

All patients were followed for 6 months after the initial
operation. All patients demonstrated a full ROM of operated
knees after the surgery.

The posterior drawer test was negative in 12 patients. A
positive reversed pivot shift sign was negative in all patients.
Radiographic examination at the last follow-up showed complete
healing without any displacement of the fractures in all cases. No
patient had significant hardware-related complaints, and
implants were not removed.

Case presentation

A 43-year-old man presented with a complaint of left knee injury
from a motor vehicle accident. He had no past medical, surgical,
or drug history. Physical examination indicated a swollen knee
and limited ROM. The diagnosis of PCL bony avulsion was
confirmed by an anteroposterior view, and lateral knee X-rays,
and CT scan (Fig. 2A–C).

The operation was performed the next days after the injury
with the introduced approach; the surgery was done by a
postgraduate year 3 resident under the supervision of a master.
The length of surgery was approximately 28 min. The patient
was discharged with a cylindric splint and advised 2 weeks
later follow-up. He achieved normal knee ROM 4 weeks
postoperation; union was achieved after ∼12 weeks post-
operatively. The patient returned to his usual activities after
3 months of surgery, and he was allowed to do sports
6 months after surgery.
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Discussion

Currently, various open and arthroscopic methods have been
introduced to treat PCL bony avulsions, and different approaches
have been used to open reduction of PCL bony avulsions[13].
What surgeons have considered in introducing new methods is
that it is simpler from a technical point of view and also with
fewer complications for the patient[14]. We also focused on these
principles in our chosen technique to treat our patients. In our
method, with an incision of about 5 cm and retracting neuro-
vascular on the way to the fracture site, it is possible to perform
surgery in the shortest possible time, while the ease of learning
and using this method also provided us with the conditions that
our residents treat patients using this approach.

Among the methods that have already been introduced for the
treatment of PCL avulsions in the approach of Abbott andCarpenter,
an incision is made in the shape of an S, and it is a time-consuming
approach considering that the vessels and nerves are on the way, to
the fracture site. Another approach that is used is the Burks and
Schaffer approach. In this L-shaped approach, a plane was created
posteromedially between the medial head of the gastrocnemius, and
the semimembranosus and medial head were reflected laterally. The
posterior capsule was incised over the avulsed fragment.

Although previously demonstrated suitable patient functional
scores after using these methods, the problem that has always
been discussed in these two approaches is that they take a lot of
time[15,16].

Another approach described by Ogata and McCarthy[17] in
this approach was the osteotomy of the fibular neck, which
increased the complexity of the procedure[18]. Although the use of
arthroscopic methods has been discussed recently[13], what
should be noted is that the use of arthroscopic methods is not
always and everywhere available and requires its own tools and
conditions. Finally, what can differentiate our introducedmethod
from previously introduced methods is the approach to fracture
through a small incision in a short period which can be easily
transferred and taught to orthopedic surgeons at different levels.
In this study, this method was introduced, and the results of 12
patients were also reported; all of them returned to their usual
lives suitably. One of the limitations of this study is the lack of
comparison of the results of this method with other techniques,
which is due to the fact that in this study, the attempt wasmade to
introduce this technique as a new technique with appropriate
results. It seems that it would be better to design studies com-
paring this technique with other techniques to better compare the
results of this treatment method.

Figure 1.Horizontal line in the middle of the popliteal fossa (A). A parallel line 2 cm below the first line (B), the medial head of the gastrocnemius, and the intersection
of two lines are defined as the beginning of the incision line (C). Vertical incision below the mentioned point (D). Fracture site (E). The medial head of the gastro-
cnemius muscle was repaired with absorbable sutures (F). Skin is sutured with a nonabsorbable suture after repairing subcutaneous tissue with an absorbable
suture (G).
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Conclusion

Finally, it seems that the direct posterior approach to PCL bony
avulsion fractures is a safe method with minimal complications
and suitable treatment results for patients.
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